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Abstract. Valves controlled cylinder are applied in many industry and mobile equipments due to its compact structure, high dynamic performance and easily to drive more than one actuators by a single pump. However, the energy efficient is low, which caused by the large throttling loss and the simultaneous actuation of the valves meter-in and meter-out control edges. These losses can be avoided by replacing the valve controlled system by a pump controlled system. To a typical pump controlled asymmetric cylinder system, a complex and big flow circuit is necessary to compensate the flow difference between the working ports of the cylinder. And also, the operation stability of the system will become worse when the load force direction changed frequently and the control chamber changing alternatively. This paper addresses the stability problem of pump controlled asymmetric hydraulic cylinder especially which works under four quadrants, and proposes a novel solution for it. The system under consideration utilizes a new designed asymmetric pump which can match the differential area of an asymmetric cylinder basically and was used to control the arm cylinder of excavator. To verify the feasibility of the new circuit, a multi-body dynamic model of the excavator with symmetric and asymmetric pump is constructed. Furthermore, the operating characteristics and energy efficiency characteristics of the arm with the new scheme based on the designed open-loop and closed-loop strategies are studied on a real excavator. The results show that there is no obviously velocity fluctuation with the asymmetric pump and the position controlled precision is satisfied. Compared with the independent metering circuit with pump and valve accordance control, the energy-saving ratio reaches to 75.3% during a working cycle.
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INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic systems have been widely used in industry and mobile machines by virtue of high-power density and high speed of response with fast start, stop and speed reversal possible. It can be classified as the circuit type into valve controlled system and pump controlled system. Valve controlled system are applied in many machines due to its compact structure, high dynamic performance and easily to drive more than one actuators by a single pump. However, the advantage of such a simple hydraulic drive structure is always connected to its disadvantage of large energy losses, such as throttling loss. It is reported that only 35% of the pump output power was transferred to the actuators [1]. There are therefore many years’ efforts to develop hydraulic systems without throttle losses. Pump controlled systems also called displacement controlled system, can eliminate throttling loss completely and have proven themselves in practice for a long time [2-3].

The pump controlled system consists of pump controlled double rods hydraulic cylinder (motor) and pump controlled single rod hydraulic cylinder, Zhongyi Q. has given a review of the latest development of these circuit and control technologies [4]. It can be seen that pump controlled double rods hydraulic cylinder has been well-developed and has been an inherent part in industrial applications, for example in Airbus A380 [5-6]. Due to the small installation space requirements and big output force, at least 80% of the electro-hydraulic control system adopts the single rod cylinder as actuator. Additional challenge for pump controlled system is to compensate the unbalanced flow rates due to the asymmetry in the single rod cylinder.

There are several solutions for the unbalanced flow rates compensation problem: use of hydraulic transformer [7], use of secondary pump [8], and use of a single pump combined with pilot operated check valves, shuttle valves or solenoid valves. These systems are reported that the energy efficiency can be significant improved [9-10]. Long Q. put forward a circuit in which the cylinder was controlled by two variable speed pumps, and pump pressures control strategy was put forward to pressurize the cylinder chambers to improve the dynamic performance [11-12]. The circuit with a single pump combined with compensation system is a relatively simple solution to compensate for unbalanced flow rates compared with the two pumps scheme [13-15]. In recent years, professor Monika Ivantysynova and her team, studied the static and dynamic behavior, and control strategy of the pump...
controlled single rod cylinder circuit [16-21]. It could be shown that the circuit solutions utilizing a single pump combined with pilot operated check valves, shuttle valves or solenoid valves are able to achieve a good energy efficiency. However, these systems suffer from undesired and uncontrolled pressure and velocity oscillations, when the load is light or the load force direction changed frequently. To overcome this backward, some solutions are proposed, such as a predictive observer to provide sufficient lead time for feedforward control of actuator pressure [22], adopting two solenoid directional valves controlled with singular point perturbation theory [23], and adopting a pair of check valves and an On/Off valve to compensate the flow difference, a counterbalance valve to control the chamber pressure of cylinder [26].

In summary, the two pumps scheme can compensate the unbalanced flow basically, unfortunately the auxiliary components will increase the cost and complexity of the overall system. And the asymmetrical volume flow cannot be easily compensated by a single pump and the asymmetrical flow will increase energy exchange in the check valve. Also, it suffers from undesired and uncontrolled pressure and velocity oscillations, when the load is light or the load force direction changed frequently. In order to eliminate these disadvantages, an innovative pump controlled architecture with a new designed asymmetric pump which can match the unbalanced flow of the cylinder is put forward. The new system is used to control the excavator arm cylinder which works under four quadrants. Innovative research and major contributions of this articles is that the smooth control of hydraulic cylinder position and velocity can be achieved by only a new designed asymmetric pump without complex compensation circuit and control strategies.

This paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the circuits principle of the single rod cylinder controlled by symmetric pump and asymmetric pump are given in Section II. In Section III, the multi-body simulation model is constructed and the dynamic working performance of symmetric and asymmetric pump controlled arm cylinder is analyzed based on the model. In Section IV, the strategy of position closed loop combined with velocity feed forward control is designed with only displacement feedback. Experiments are conducted to prove the working of the whole system and the energy efficiency of the new system is compared with a separate metering in and separate metering out system. Conclusion is made in Section V.

**WORKING PRINCIPLE OF PUMP CONTROLLED SINGLE ROD CYLINDER**

Recently, a single pump controlled single rod cylinder in the study region is one of the hot topic in pump controlled systems due to its simple structure, low costs and big output force. In case of these systems, there exist unequal flow rates at two ports of the cylinder due to its asymmetric structure. And when a conventional pump is used to control this type cylinder, either a deficient or excess flow rate is always formed in the closed circuit. Hence researches have been focused on the compensation method of the unequal flow rates and on improving the stability of the system. There are several solutions for the differential flow compensation problem: use of secondary pump combined with accumulator and valves, use of hydraulic transformer. Both these concepts and structures have the drawbacks of high investment costs, increased number of control element, and required complex control effort. This paper proposes a novel compensation solution based on a new designed asymmetric pump and the system stability can be improved without much control efforts and additional element.

### 2.1 Conventional Pump Controlled Single Rod Cylinder System

The circuit of the symmetric pump controlled single rod cylinder is shown in Fig.1. A servo motor is used to regulate the drive speed of a constant pump. The two ports of the pump are directly connected to the single rod cylinder, the cylinder velocity can be regulated by changing the speed of the motor. An essential part of this circuit is the low pressure compensation system, which consists of a small pump and an accumulator. Its functions include compensating for the cylinder unbalanced flow, compensating for the volumetric losses in the closed circuit and cooling of the hydraulic fluid, over two back to back connected hydraulic controlled check valves. And pressure relief valves are utilized to limit operating pressure.

![FIGURE 1. Pump controlled single rod cylinder with check valve balancing the flow](image-url)
According to the working condition and job demands, many hydraulic systems are required to operate in 4-quadrants. That means that the cylinder and pump can both work as a hydraulic pump or motor. Hence the working process of the pump controlled single rod cylinder system under 4 quadrants is described as follows.

Consider extending the cylinder under resistance load, the pressure in the cylinder rodless chamber is high than it in the rod chamber. So, the rodless chamber is named as control cavity. The pump sucks oil from cylinder rod chamber though port B, and then the pump discharge oil to cylinder rodless chamber though port A. The pilot operated check valve B will be open by the pressure in the rodless chamber. The compensation system supplies low pressure oil to cylinder rod chamber. D and n are the displacement and rationing speed of the pump, v is the velocity of the cylinder, A and αA represent the area of the rodless and rod chamber of cylinder. Without considering the system leakage, the flow rate output the pump, qα and the flow rate into the pump, qA, can be written as

\[ q = D \cdot n \cdot A \cdot v \]

The flow rate input the cylinder rodless chamber, qA, is about A \cdot v, and it is equal to the flow rate of the pump port A, and so the velocity of the cylinder can be written as

\[ v = D \cdot n / (\alpha \cdot A) \]

The flow rate output the cylinder rod chamber, qα, is about α \cdot A \cdot v. The compensation system should deliver a flow rate, q>n as \((1 - \alpha) \cdot A \cdot v\) to the main line F. Consider retracting the cylinder under resistance load, the control cavity is the cylinder rodless chamber, the flow rate input the cylinder rod chamber is equal to the flow rate of the pump port B, and the velocity can be written as

\[ v = D \cdot n / (\alpha \cdot A) \]

The compensation system should store a flow rate, q<i>B as \((1 - \alpha) \cdot A \cdot v\) to the main line E. And also, consider extending the cylinder under overrunning load, the control cavity is the cylinder rod chamber, v = D \cdot n / (\alpha \cdot A), q>i = (1 - \alpha) \cdot A \cdot v. Consider retracting the cylinder under overrunning load, the control cavity is the cylinder rodless chamber, \(v = D \cdot n / A\), q<i>B = (1 - \alpha) \cdot A \cdot v. It can be concluded that when the displacement and rotating speed of the pump is a constant valve, the compensation system should deliver a flow rate of \((1 - \alpha) \cdot A \cdot v\) during extending process and store the same flow rate during the retraction process. And also, the cylinder velocity will change if the load condition changes.

### 2.2 Asymmetric Pump Controlled Single Rod Cylinder System

As mentioned above, for the conventional pump controlled single rod cylinder, due to the asymmetry structure of the system, the relationship between the cylinder velocity and pump rotating speed depends on the load conditions, so the cylinder velocity stability is worse when the load changes frequency. In order to solve this problem, we have introduced the principle of asymmetric valve controlled asymmetric cylinder system to the pump controlled single rod cylinder system based on a new designed asymmetric pump. Benefiting from the asymmetric structure of the pump, the flow rates of the cylinder and pump can be balanced basically. Fig.2 gives the working principle and photograph of valve plate and cylinder block of the new designed asymmetric pump.

![Photograph 2](image-url)

**FIGURE 2.** Working principle of the Asymmetric Pump and Photograph of the Valve Plate and Cylinder Block

It can be seen that there are four assignment windows on the valve plate, named A, B, C and D. A and B are on a circle with a radius of R1, B and D are on a circle with a radius of R2. Windows A and B are connected to each other by the port A1 on the pump end shell cover. Windows C and D are one-to-one correspondence with pump ports B1 and C1. There are 10 plunger chambers and they are divided into two groups averagely. At the bottom of the cylinder block, there are an inner annular array and an outer annular array. The pitch radiuses of these two annular arrays match with the slots A, B, C and D on the valve plate. As shown in Fig.2(b), the plunger chambers identified as S<i>1 correspond to the outer annular array, and these five pistons suck and discharge oil from the outer annular array only. The plunger chambers identified as S<i>2 correspond to the inner annular array, and these five pistons suck and discharge oil from the inner annular array only. So benefiting from the asymmetric structure of the flow distribution, the flow rates ratio of the three ports of the pump is about 1:0.5:0.5. And we can match the area ratio of single rod cylinder by changing the piston diameter or R1 and R2 to change the flow rate ratio.

The principle of asymmetric pump controlled single rod cylinder is given in Fig.3. A servo motor regulates the drive speed of the new designed asymmetric fixed displacement pump. The ports A and B of the pump
are directly connected to the single rod cylinder, and port $C_1$ is connected to an accumulator directly and tank though a check valve. And also, the accumulator is used to compensate the differential flow rate caused by leakage and to pressurize the low pressure chamber over the hydraulic controlled check valves. And pressure relief valves are utilized to limit operating pressure, respectively.

During the extending process, the pump sucks oil from cylinder rod chamber though port $B_1$, and from tank or accumulator through port $C_1$. Then the pump discharge oil to cylinder rodless chamber. During the retraction process, the pump sucks oil from cylinder rodless chamber though port $A_1$. Then the pump discharge oil to cylinder rod chamber and to accumulator through port $B_1$ and $C_1$. $n$ is the rationing speed of the pump, $v$ is the velocity of the cylinder, $A$ and $aA$ represent the area of the rodless and rod chamber of cylinder. $D_A$, $\gamma D_A$ and $(1-\gamma) D_A$ are the displacements of the pump ports $A_1$, $B_1$ and $C_1$, and $\gamma$ is the displacements ratio between the port $B_1$ and $A_1$. Consider extending the cylinder under resistance load and retracting the cylinder under overrunning load, the control cavity is the rodless chamber, and the rod chamber is pressurized by the accumulator though port $C_1$. Under these conditions, the cylinder velocity can be written as $v=\frac{D_A n}{A}$. Consider extending the cylinder under overrunning load and retracting the cylinder under resistance load, the control cavity is the rod chamber, and the rodless chamber is pressurized by the accumulator though port $C_1$, the cylinder velocity can be written as $v=\gamma \frac{D_A n}{(aA)}$. As the displacement ratio $\gamma$ is designed to equal to the area ratio of the rodless and rod chamber of cylinder $a$, the flow rates in and out of the pump and cylinder match to each other basically.

**MULTI-BODY DYNAMICS SIMULATION**

Because of the requirements on the installation space and output force, at least 80% of the electro-hydraulic control system adopts the differential cylinder as actuator, such as excavator and press machine. In many applications and working conditions, both the value and the direction of load tend to change during working process, such as excavator arm cylinder. For the four quadrants working cylinder, in the valve controlled system, the method to improve the control performance, is increasing the pressure of return oil which will cause a large energy loss. So the new asymmetric pump is applied to control the excavator arm cylinder which is a typical four quadrants operating actuator. The control performance and energy efficiency are studied in this paper.

### 3.1 Pump Controlled Arm Cylinder Model

Unlike the working condition of the conventional hydraulic cylinder, the load exerted on the cylinder used in the mobile machine varies in large range and is unpredictable. It is difficult to establish the dynamic mathematical model of such system. In order to have a good knowledge about the working performance of the new designed system and the actuator, benefiting from the computer simulation technique, a multidisciplinary and multi-body dynamics model of the machine is constructed. And also, the performance of symmetric pump controlled system is studied for comparing.

A simulation model is created in order to analyze the symmetric pump controlled system and to implement new concepts into the existing machine on a virtual level. A multi-body model coupled with the hydraulic model determines the forces that act on the actuators. The moment of inertia and mass of the mechanical are taken into account and also the force acting on the bucket can be transmitted to other actuators in real time. The simulation model is based on SimulationX, which is based on the open source language Modelica. The model can be seen in Fig.4 below.
As shown in Fig. 4, the prototype consists of the hydraulic excavator mechanical structure such as boom, arm, bucket and swing and so on, and electro-hydraulic system is constructed based on the circuit shown in Fig. 3. For a real variable speed pump controlled system, the response of the servo motor is enough and it can be simplified to a simpler model to reduce the simulation time without much impact on the performance. The new designed asymmetric pump is a detail model based on detailed geometry model using single piston structure. And a small fixed gear pump combined with accumulator is used to balance the unbalanced flow rates caused by the leakage and volume loss. Parameters of the shuttle valve are included based on the real structure in the system model, rather than treating it as an ideal switching element as handled in literature. The model can be modified to a symmetric pump controlled system by replacing the asymmetric pump and increasing the displacement of the gear pump. The mechanical structure and asymmetric model has been verified in the team's previous research work [25-26].

In the model, the arm cylinder stroke is about 720 mm, and the diameters of the piston and piston pole are 85 mm and 55 mm. The displacements of the asymmetric pump are 40 mL/r, 20 mL/r, 20 mL/r. The flow rate of the compensation system is about 5 L/min.

### 3.2 Simulation Results

Fig. 5 gives displacements, velocities, pressures of the arm cylinder controlled by symmetric pump and asymmetric pump. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), during 0~1 s, 6.5~8 s and 13.5~15 s, there is control signal and the cylinder does not work. At the time 1 s, the motor speed is set as 700 r/min. During 1~3.6 s, the arm cylinder extends under overrunning load, and the control chamber is the rod chamber, the velocity is about 154 mm/s. Along with extending, the load decreases, and at the time 3.6 s, load goes to 0 kN, and the pressures in the cylinder two chambers are equal which can not open the shuttle valve. Then the velocity slows down to about 76.5 mm/s. And then the cylinder works under resistance model. At the time 8.0 s, the motor speed is set as -700 r/min. During 8.0~9.2 s, the arm cylinder retracts under overrunning load, and the control chamber is the rodless chamber, the velocity is about 77.5 mm/s. Along with retraction, the load decreases, and at the time 9.2 s, load goes to 0 kN, and the pressures in the cylinder two chambers equal compensation pressure. Then the velocity goes up to about 76.5 mm/s. And then the cylinder works under resistance model.

Fig. 5(b) gives displacement, velocity, pressures of the arm cylinder controlled by asymmetric pump. It can be seen that the cylinder velocity is comparatively steady during extending and retracting. And also, hydraulic cylinders are still running at the same velocity even the control chamber changes.

![FIGURE 4. Simulation Model of the Asymmetrical Pump Controlled Excavator Arm Cylinder](image)

![FIGURE 5. Working Performance Compared with Symmetric Pump Controlled and Asymmetric Pump Controlled](image)
Mention above, the asymmetric pump can balance the unbalanced flow rate of the asymmetric pump, and also the velocity and pressure oscillations caused by the changing of the control chamber can be avoid. However, it is difficulty to match dynamic flow of the pump and cylinder due to the leakages. So the matching characteristics between the pump and the cylinder is studied based on the model by changing the displacement of the port B. Fig.6 gives the working performance of the system when $\gamma_1=95\%\gamma_2$ and $\gamma_1=105\%\gamma_2$. According to the curves in Fig.6, when $\gamma_1<\gamma_2$, the pressures and velocity are comparatively steady, and when $\gamma_1>\gamma_2$, the pressures is similar to the pressures of symmetric pump controlled system.

![FIGURE 6. Working Performance of Asymmetric Pump Controlled System Changed Matching Ratio](image)

**CONTROL STRATEGY AND EXPERIMENTS**

### 4.1 Control Strategy

Velocity control is widely used in hydraulic excavator. The operator gives the velocity command by operating the joystick. And then the displacement or rotational speed of the pump changes. The actuator works at the demand velocity. When the cylinder approaches the demand location, the operator relieves the joystick. The actuator stops.

But only adopting an open loop to control arm velocity may result in no position accuracy and poor anti-interference ability, the working performance relies on the operator. And it is difficult to realize automatic excavation. For these problems, a strategy of displacement closed loop control is designed to realize accuracy control of the cylinder, as shown in Fig.7. However, the velocity can not be controlled using only displacement closed loop control. So the displacement closed loop control combined with velocity feedforward is put forward.

On the base of position control system, the velocity feedforward is introduced to control the velocity. When the difference between the desired position and the real position is large, the velocity feedforward control plays an important role. And position feedback plays an important role when the difference is small.

![FIGURE 7 Position Closed Loop Control Combined with Velocity Feedforward](image)

If the excavator is in artificial operation condition, it can get rid of the position closed loop and just use velocity feedforward to realize velocity control. In this way, the operator gives sets the velocity demand by operating the joystick, the signal is calculated and gives to the motor driver to control the rotational speed of the electric motor and so the pump output the demand flow. If the excavator works under automatic operation condition, when the target position is given, the target velocity signal will be formed by velocity regulator in position closed loop according to the position difference between the target and actual position.
As shown in Fig.7, the operator gives the desired position signal $x_{set}$, then the controller calculates the desired velocity signal $v_{set}$ and $v_x$ to control the speed of the servo motor. And then the velocity and position of the cylinder can be realized. If the velocity feedforward is cut off, then the system work as position control. And also, the controller can be modified to velocity open-loop control if the displacement feedback is cut off.

### 4.2 Experimental System

In order to provide compared data about working performance and energy efficiency, the test of arm cylinder with separate metering in and separate metering out system driven by an inverter motor is implemented first[27-28]. After the test of the arm cylinder controlled by separate metering system, the asymmetric pump controlled arm cylinder test rig is constructed, as shown in Fig.8.

![Experiment Platform](image)

**FIGURE.8** Experiment Platform

As shown in Fig.8, the arm cylinder is controlled by an asymmetric pump driven by a servo motor. A small gear pump is introduced to compensate the unbalanced flow caused by leakage. And also, there are additional instruments such as displacement sensor in the actuator, pressure sensors on the pump and cylinder, power sensor and rotational speed sensor on the motor which are employed to detect the corresponding variables. The circuit control concepts of the position closed-loop combined with velocity feedforward are being realized by the hardware in the loop computer control system ds1103. The test rig and instruments are shown in Fig.9.

![Photograph of Mini-excavator with the Proposed System](image)

**FIGURE.9** Photograph of Mini-excavator with the Proposed System

### 4.3 Experimental Results

(1) Velocity open-loop control

Fig.10 presents the experimental results of the outlet pressure curve of the pump, the pressure curves of the arm cylinder chambers, the velocity curve and displacement curve of the arm cylinder.
During 0-5.16 s, 9.59-13.44 s, 17.33-20.00 s, the operator does not operate the joystick and the motor does not work. During 5.16-9.59 s, the joystick output a positive control command, the hydraulic cylinder extends out. In this process, the pressure of the rod chamber reduces gradually. When the direction of the load force is changing, the pressure of the rodless cavity increases. During 13.44-17.33 s, the joystick output a negative control command, the hydraulic cylinder retracts. In the retracting process, the pressure of the rodless increases gradually. During the whole work time, there velocity and pressure have no significant fluctuations.

(2) Position closed-loop combined with velocity feedforward

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the dynamic response with the closed-loop position control strategy combined with velocity feedforward. At the time of 2.41 s, the demand position is set to as 600 mm with the keyboard. The servo motor accelerates from zero to the saturation value and the arm cylinder extends out. The motor speed set point is determined by the velocity and position closed loop. During the extending process, the hydraulic cylinder moved moves from 50 mm to 599.68 mm for 5.84 s with at an average speed of 94 mm/s. At 18.23 s, the given position is set to as 100 mm via the keyboard, the motor accelerates reversely, and the cylinder retracts and the cylinder moves from 599.85 mm to 100 mm for 4.69 s with at an average speed of approximately 106.60 mm/s. The control error of the strategy is small, only about 0.10 mm, which can satisfy the requirements.

(3) Energy consumption characteristics

Fig.13 shows the electrical power input and consumption of electric energy curves comparison between the separate metering in and metering out system and the new designed circuit at an average run speed of 100 mm/s. As shown in the Fig.13, during 2.41 s-6.98 s, the cylinder extends, the average electric input power of the independent control system is about 2.83 kW, and which is about 0.74 kW of the asymmetrical pump system. The energy saving ratio reaches up to 87.0%. During 19.02 s-22.81 s, the cylinder retracts, the average electric input power of the separate metering in and metering out system is about 11.7 kW, and which is about 5.8 kW of the asymmetrical pump system. The energy saving ratio reaches up to 50.4%. In the whole course of the work, the arm displacement from 50 to 600 mm, the separate metering in and metering out system consumes electricity about 127.1 kJ. And asymmetric pump control system consumes only 30.95 kJ. The energy saving ratio can reach up to 75.3%. The whole machine is more efficient with the design of the asymmetric pump control system.
FIGURE.13 Energy consumption characteristics

CONCLUSION

(1) Compared with the system controlled by symmetrical pump, with an asymmetric pump, the load value and direction changing has no influence on the cylinder velocity without any feedback.
(2) The position closed-loop control combined with velocity feedforward is adopted, the error of steady-state control is small, only about 0.10 mm. The precision of position control is high enough to meet the automatic mining requirements.
(3) Compared with the separate metering in and metering out system, during cylinder extending, the energy saving ratio can be increased up to 87.0%. During cylinder retraction, the energy saving ratio can be increased up to 50.4%. And in a whole working cycle, the saving ratio can be increased up to 75.3%.
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